


Take Five
-August 7, 1992-

The best laid plans somehow fade to
naught with the time consumption of more
important tasks at hand. Demise is inevita-
ble, especially without reassurance. Work
becomes drudgery and fun becomes some-
thing you remember as a kid. The sound of
money becomes all important, meaning sur-
vival, livelihood and a future. The fun be-
comes work and the money rolls.

So as this fifth and final issue rolls of the
press(most likely copy machine) some peo-
ple may be wondering what happened to the
normal format. Well, I wanted to print
only things I have done and to do this meant
taking out many of the normal features.
Thus I did what I wanted and here it is.

The layout of this zine was completed
over the summer while I was taking a few
classes at the University of Florida. For
anyone that cares here’s the gist. This was
laid out on a Macintosh II using Ready,set,
Go! 4.5a. The fonts I used consisted of
Avant Garde, Bookman, Helvetica, Platai-
no, and Times. I figure all the typing/layout
runs somewhere in the 20 hour range. The
front cover as well as the two pictures at the
end were both scanned with an apple scan-
ner, converted to a GIF file, transferred to a
UNIX account at which time I used an HP
workstation along with the program XV to
convert my files to a postscript format.
From there I printed them out on a HP post-
script printer which could use a cleaning. It
cost me about 2 hours worth of work but I
saved at least 30 cents. Since the pictures
were drawn with gray markers they needed
to be halftoned--I used a computer as op-
posed to the $7+ print shop price. Just to
prove it could be done. The final copy of
this will be printed out on an apple laser-
writer at a cost of roughly 15 cents a page.
The tough part will be shrinking and pasting
up all the “art” in this issue. What a task!
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unaware of all the homeless people that exist. It was defi-

- nitely a grand discovery since I enjoy getting mail--and
mail I would get. On January 24,1990 I marked in a journal
I was doing at the time that I planned to start a zine of my
own and thus the zine you are reading was conceived. One
thing lead to another and well, here I am and here is most
of the art I have accomplished since discovering that an un-

derground of material existed that Summer of 1989.

Those who received Fathoms Below #2 know how I
found zinedom because of an interview I conducted with
myself. In case you forgot or never got a copy of that issue
I shall regurgitate what happened.

Things, as they somehow do, fall into place and I found
zinedom by being in the right place at the right time. I
logged onto a BBS that ran on EX1 software and saw an ad-
vertisement for an underground/anarchist magazine. I
wrote and received a copy which opened the door to a
whole new world of books, magazines, records, etc. which I
never knew existed. It is kind of like being unaware of peo-
ple using computers to communicate or even to some event

I guess I have an urge inside me to attempt to do better than others, or perhaps I am not satisfied
with what others are doing and thus have to speak my piece. Inconsistencies was brought into this
world because I felt I could do a better cartoon. Art wise I can’t compare with many of the people out
there, but humor wise I feel I can be quite witty. The schools independent newspaper--The alligator--
printed cartoons, many of which were and are pathetically stupid, so I felt compelled to do some-
thing. So I did. I consider P o g o  and Where the Buffalo Roam pretty sad syndicated cartoons and
what is the newspaper doing with syndicated cartoons when they should be printing students stuff?
That is what I asked--“Oh, they are paid for by someone.” This eventually led to my cartoons not be-
ing printed since everything goes into the newspaper before comics. Then if they have room they run
the syndicates (both of them and occasionally 2 or 3 Pogo's) and if after that they still have room they
run whatever students submit. To me their system sucks because they should be more “student”
friendly but arn’t. But since it’s not my paper there is not much I can do.

At the time the above cartoon was drawn the alligator printed student comics (that’s right, plural)
every day (not the current norm) and among the contributors was a high school boy named Craig
Baxter. He drew a cartoon called Pete and did a very good job at it. Since he was the top “man” I felt
I had to challenge him. Thus you have the above cartoon.

When I draw a cartoon I rarely, although have recently been known to do this, sit and think of
something to draw. I have several sheets of paper I write my ideas on whenever they come about.
Then when I get an urge I look at the sheet and find an idea I feel like drawing. I still have many ide-
as jotted down (probably around 20) but do not have the time or artistic ability to put many of my
thoughts into a cartoon so the ideas lay idle. Some are really funny, others are kinda drab or dumb. I
get many ideas during the night right before bed or right when I’m about to goto sleep so many ideas
get ignored. Unfortunately many times the best ones get away, but that’s the way things are. My art
seems to have gotten better as I expanded to larger drawings--from 2x2.5 inch boxes to 3.75x4 inch
boxes. There you have it. Time for the comics.
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Number 2: January 20,1990
This actually happened although it has been slightly exaggerated. One typical evening

while sleeping in my unairconditioned room on a springy elevated bed something ran across
my bare back. Since I was in a dream state I figured it was my cat as we have two cats at
home. However I was in my dorm room and realized we did not have a cat. I jumped up,
squirmed around and was aghast at what just happened. I heard it run across my poster and I
somehow scared it into Bernie’s room.  Chemical and military warfare took place. Soon Ber-
nie had killed the only roach that was seen in either or our rooms that year. Boy was it big.
This comic was also printed in FB#l in case it looks familiar.



Number 3: January 30,1990
One of my friends, Joe, actually had English 6th hour--what a coincidence. When I drew this

cartoon he had a beard but this cartoon was really made for him, or should I say of him. Many
people pick their nose--isn’t that what it’s for? I thought, what if someone admitted to this
during a class. What better class than a college English class where stupid things are done re-
gardless of being stupid. Weird is correct. Also printed in FB#l.  Have no fear because as I
progress in my drawings/humor so do the cartoons. They do get better.







Number 31: July 30,1991
Okay, so this cartoon is slightly out of order but that is the way things happened. Somehow

when I was laying this zine out I missed a spot. This error was realized much to late do any-
thing about. I also noticed I left out cartoon 31 (which appeared in FB #4) so I decided on put-
ting the cartoon right here--out of order or not. Anyhow, about the drawing. Ever notice
those people who are always trying to eat “good” food and are into getting their body into con-
dition. Well, I always see these people giving up within the next week or two and reverting
back to junk food. So many people are paranoid about what the eat nowadays. I think I will
stick with the real “good” stuff -in moderation of course.



Number 10: August 4,1990
I also sent this cartoon to Rubber Puppy but have received no response. I remember about

10 years ago when I was building models all the time. In fact I joined a model club. I started
with snap together and later progressed up to the glue types. When I got a little better I start-
ed to paint and actually applied the decals correctly. This cartoon is sort of a Murphy’s Law:
Anything that can go wrong will and at the worst possible moment. Poor kitty. Krazy glue
helped because you did not have to hold the pieces together for four minutes or worry about
the plastic melting from using too much glue. I actually included this on one of my resumes
but never handed it out--couldn’t have hurt as I never got a job that summer anyhow.





Number 15: December 28,1990
I decided to take Christmas off. That’s why there is a break in the days. I am actually sur-

prised but this cartoon appeared in the alligator on March 25,1991. For some reason or anoth-
er I really don’t care much for Republicans-- their ideas, objectives, arguments, politics, what-
ever. I see Republicans as destroying this country but not necessarily any one Republican but
rather the group as a whole. Censorship, wars, debts, problems, abuses, and so on. Of course
maybe it is politics as a whole but who has been running the country the last 12 years? I dis-
like the PC (politically correct) movement as well. Anyhow this cartoon depicts Young Repub-
licans. Imagine how I would depict the “hard set/unfazed” Republicans--yea, worse.





Number 14: December 31,1990
This is definitely one of the best drawn cartoons I have done and it deserved to be printed

elsewhere. The scenario is of the typical college male with a receding hair line. Quite a few
men have this problem and the way society pushes people it makes men more aware of their
problem. The guy who gets his hair shaped in a devils peak keeps an open mind about the
other guys cut--he is unbothered by the societal norms. If we could only accept a “receding
hair line” like the guy in the cartoon as neat or nothing to be upset about we would be a much
happier nation. There are bigger problems then our image to be worried about. People seem
to be so caught up in “fake” stuff. Perhaps the future holds a change for our nation--perhaps.



dumber 20: January 4,1991
This appeared in the alligator on Feb. 8,1991 although it would have made a larger impres-

sion had it been printed before the war started. This is also a timely cartoon which was drawn
before the war. The Church Lady on Saturday Night Live is always making something out of
nothing. One time she created Satan out of Santa by moving a few letters. Thus this cartoon
used that concept. It took a little thinking but I came up with something excellent without
adding or subtracting letters. Satan = Hades and the result is you die (u di) in the middle of a
mess (middle east). An excellent comic. Many died and that region was an environmental ca-
tastrophe afterwards. Sometimes predicting the future is an easy task. Anyone notice a chair?
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Number 23: May 19,1991
And just when you though the comic could not get any more offensive comes the above

comic. Just think, the alligator made their offensive comment without ever seeing this cartoon!
This comic was drawn after the one above but before the one above was finished. That is why
it is #23 as opposed to #22. I tried to submit this to Factsheet Five but was turned down. Of
course not printing my cartoon had no direct result of FF’s demise. This cartoon as well as
many of the ones that follow do not fit the Inconsistencies standard. That is just the way
things are sometimes. I got the idea for wild comics like this from the author of Life is a Joke --
Joe Franke (Interviewed in FB#4). Black humor--black guy beating himself on the head! Get it?







Number 28: August 8,1991
Once again I reverted back to the theme of knocking Republicans--someones got to do and

so why not me. The Florida Review is an extremely right-wing publication at the University of
Florida. The libraries as with most buildings on campus are usually extremely cold (i.e. 68-70
degrees F) so this piece speaks in two ways. I realize 68 degrees is not cold to some but consid-
er that it is indoors while outdoors it is 85-95 degrees and you have to wear shorts. It makes
my head spin, especially when people start mentioning the school needs more money. Getting
back to the cartoon the piece speaks 1) against slanderous/mudslinging conservatives and 2)
voices my disappointment of frigid library temperatures. No one wanted to print it.





Number 33: Date Unknown-1991
Okay, the story behind this winner is as follows. There is this campus magazine that was

taking applications(?) for people to be on their magazine staff. I think anyone who applied got
accepted though. How else could I have made it? I made it on the art staff and our goal was
to draw stuff for possible stories. I mentioned my speciality was comics/cartoons and there
was a story I was to draw for--An article about speech. I also did a flowchart for graduate
school but the article never got printed. So someone was writing an article, which I never got
to see when doing this cartoon, and my job was to draw something. I drew something (and
quite well if you ask me) submitted it and asked if it would get printed. Things looked good
since the article was almost definitely going to be printed. Come January (1992) I noticed a
copy of the magazine picked it up and scanned the pages--no comic. Then I looked at the
speech article and noticed some other art I had never seen before (we were in a group and I
knew what everyone had done). You can imagine how disappointed I was, especially after re-
peatedly being denied by the alligator and not having this excellent comic printed when it
would have actually enhanced the story. I never got the original back so luckily I still had a
photocopy. I guess it is the time I put in and how little I got out that hurts the most.



Drawn January 2,1992:
One of the few comics drawn by me in 1992 this one is an-
other inside joke. My excuse for doing this was a possibili-
ty that it would be printed in the Electrical Engineering
course guide. Somehow after all the hype, praise and
promises it never got printed. I think the excuse used was
that there was not enough room for it to fit. What you see
is its actual size... Okay, the joke. The school recently got
new boards (like chalk boards) which used erasable ink
markers instead of chalk. Somehow my teacher brought
his own pens and used them on the board. I assume he
did this because there never seems to be markers in the
room or the ones there are dried up. Anyhow he used his
markers, filled up the board and found out they would not
erase--ouch. A few days later the department posted
signs above every similar ink board that stated "only expo
markers were to be used on the boards." Word got around
quickly about what happened. The stupid things that hap-
pen at a university, amazing.

Drawn January 3,1992:
I think this comic depicts how studying

in college is never ending. I also submit-
ted this to the same guide as above but it
did not get printed. I think they said it was
too depressing. Uh, I think that was the
point people. Shoot, no respect. Some-
times people have to loosen up. No won-
der why so few of my comics have been
printed--this PC "I don’t want to offend
anyone" attitude seems to be the new
craze. If you can not relate to this comic
then either a) you have never been to col-
lege b) you took a way easy subject or c)
you don’t know what the hell you’re doing
and shouldn’t even be attending college. I
should have put cob webs on the weights.
It always seems like my boat is sinking.
Notice the proverbial painting on the
door? How about the skeleton with two
left hands? Of course it doesn’t symbolize
anything, it was just an accident and I
didn’t feel like redrawing the hand.

ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING  IT MAY TAKEM\Y 

  AWHILE, BUT YOU'LL GET USE TO IT.

Just a few Quotes
--I’m too good to be arrogant
--Big people have bigger problems,
--Can’t win, don’t try! (Bart Simpson)
--My confusion is real. (Rollins Band) -+

--I’m not arrogant, people just think that.
--Success can be yours...if the price is right.
--It’s  always nice to know death will be there when you need it.
--I knew a guy whose ego was too big to fit into his car--a Chevy Chevette.
--When in doubt look about, better to cheat than repeat. (ABC newscaster)
--What REALLY bugs me is knowing I’ll probably come up with a much sharper retort sometime

tonight. (Calvin & Hobbs)
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